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Traffic across the bridges was light and she was early, so 

Mark’s doorbell chimed long before he was ready.  

He came to the door with a towel wrapped around his waist, 

unsure how she would react. She didn’t disappoint. 

“You’re a fit-looking bugger,” she said as she put her arms 

around his neck for a kiss. She kicked the door closed behind 

her, then stepped out of her shoes. She backed off for another 

look and the towel fell away. “Wow,” was all she said before she 

took his hand and pulled him toward the bedroom. 

A half-hour later they lay quietly with her head on his 

shoulder, her dark auburn hair spread over his chest. She smiled 

as he stroked her breast. 

“That was great,” she said. “We better enjoy the AC while we 

have it, because the rest of the weekend is going to be sweaty.”  

“Great hardly overs it. Come with me. It’s shower time.” 

“Not that. Anything but that.” Feigning reluctance, she let 

herself be pulled into the bathroom. He had remodelled it from 

top to bottom after his wife left him, and in one corner he’d 

installed an immense shower, one big enough for a party. 

“You choose the temperature.” She fiddled with the controls 

until the water streaming down from the oversized head was hot, 

far hotter than he liked, but he quickly got used to it. He 

picked up a bar of soap made by an ancient order of monks in 

rural France, and began with her shoulders, working his way down 

her back to the curve of her hips, where he lingered. 

“You’re done on that side,” she said, waiting longer than 

she had to. “Don’t forget the front.” 
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Another half-hour later, after they’d repeated the shower 

visit, he asked, “Are we ready for a sail?” 

“A little recharge time would probably be a good thing 

right now.” 

He quickly threw a six-pack, a half-dozen Diet Cokes and 

three bottles of Pinot Noir into a cooler, topped it with ice 

and added a bag of chips. In the garage, he put down the top of 

his BMW and backed carefully out into the narrow street. As the 

automatic gate closed behind them they headed toward the marina 

a half-mile beyond downtown Coconut Grove. 

“Why don’t you run into Fresh Market while I start 

unbuttoning the boat?” he asked, handing her two twenties. “And 

stop at the dockmaster’s shack and tell him we’ll be out 

overnight. I don’t want them worrying.” 

“My pleasure. Sushi or chicken? And I’m buying.”  

“In that case, both. And ice cream. It’s a hot day. We’ll 

need it. And something for tomorrow.” 

Mark had thought many times of moving the boat to a less-

expensive slip, but finally decided the kick he got from spur-

of-the-moment day trips outweighed the money he would save. 

Today made that decision seem an even better one. 

The sailboat was not young, but fiberglass ages well. Mark’s 

many hours of hard labor had kept it pristine and sparkling, and 

painting the hull a sparkling blue had taken years off its age. 

A friend with a sign business near his shop had carefully 

applied its name, Gunner, in gold on the stern. 
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By the time Kate arrived with the groceries he had the sail 

covers off. A solar-powered exhaust fan struggled to suck the 

hot air out of the cabin, with little noticeable effect. It was 

still too hot for humans down there, but when he got under way 

the hatch would scoop air inside and make it more comfortable. 

In the meantime they could enjoy the open air in the cockpit. 

He took the grocery bag and the small tote she carried for 

her swimsuit, then held out his hand to steady her as she 

stepped over the gunwale. She caught him admiring her long, 

tanned legs but said nothing.  

“I hope you like pistachio,” she said. “It’s my favorite, 

strawberry second choice. So I got both.” 

Mark cranked the two-cylinder engine. Kate took in the last 

mooring line and they began the hour’s trip toward one of his 

favorite anchorages, the shoals just off West Point, where the 

shallow water brought out kiteboarders by the dozens. If that was 

too crowded they could sail a few miles further down the coast 

and anchor off a park. There, the anchored boats were always far 

enough apart for skinny-dipping.  

They picked their way through the boats anchored in the 

shallows near shore, then down the Dinner Key channel into the 

bay. Only then could he kill the engine and winch the heavy 

mainsail to its full height, while she pulled the roller-furling 

jib open and tightened the sheet. As he set a course for Key 

Biscayne, Kate stepped down the short ladder into the cabin to 

change.  
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“Do you like this?” she asked, holding up the brilliant 

multi-hued swimsuit. 

 “It’s beautiful — it looks like the peacocks that prowl 

all over Coconut Grove,” he replied 

“I hope I won’t be as noisy as a peacock. Although, based 

on my short experience, I can’t guarantee that.” 

She was just stepping into it when he called down to her, 

“you’d better get that on quick or I’m going to throw out an 

anchor and come take it off.” 

With a smile that matched his, she stepped to the hatch and 

slowly, tantalizingly, pulled it over her breasts. “Too late 

now, buster. Maybe you’ll get lucky later. In fact, I’m pretty 

sure you will.” 

She took over the wheel while he went below to change, then 

she went to lie in the bright sun on the foredeck, where she 

could wait for her first view of the dozens of kiteboarders 

tacking back and forth in the shallow water — more of an 

underwater beach — off West Point. 

“How about here?” he asked when they reached a spot a 

quarter-mile from the kiteboarders. He knew the water was 

shallow enough to make an easy anchorage, but they were far 

enough away from the beach to be free from prying eyes. 

“Let’s watch for a while then go further south,” she said. 

“It’s a little crowded here.”  

She raised the blue canvas sun shelter over the cockpit and 

settled back to watch the colorful kites fly. Mark released the 

sheets and dropped anchor, and the boat turned gently into the 
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wind. He rolled in the jib, then when it was out of the way he 

came back to join her in the shaded cockpit. 

“Sunscreen?” He held up a bottle?  

She turned over and pointed to her back, above the plunging 

vee back of the swimsuit. “There. I can’t reach all of it.” 

“This is what I’m good at,” he said as he squeezed a dollop 

onto her bronzed skin and spread it over her shoulders, then 

moved his hand further down her back. When he got to the bottom 

of the suit’s deep V he stopped and added more, then slid his 

hand under the suit to cup her bottom. 

He kissed her shoulder, then pushed her heavy auburn hair 

to one side to kiss the back of her neck. Her breathing become 

shallow. He slipped one strap down, then the other, and then 

turned her over so he could kiss her breasts. When he raised his 

head she took it in both her hands and pressed his lips tightly 

to the other breast. “Now,” she said with a low moan. 

He went down the cabin ladder first, then reached up to 

grip her around the waist and place her bare feet gently on the 

teak cabin sole. She took his hand and pressed it quickly to her 

breast, then stepped quickly out of her suit, finishing the job 

he’d started in the cockpit. Then she grasped the drawstring of 

his shorts and pulled it. They dropped to the floor. 

“Now!” She sat down on the narrow upholstered bench that 

ran down one side of the cabin. “It’s a good thing it only has to 

be wide enough for one,” she said, then smiled at her own wit as 

she laid back and pulled him slowly into her. 
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Twenty minutes later she said languidly, “Let’s take a swim 

before dinner. Can we go in like this?” 

“Sure. We’re far enough away from land to be pretty much 

out of sight. Other than the random boat coming by no one but me 

should see your lovely body. The boaters will be envious — both 

the men and the women — if they’re not busy doing the same thing 

themselves.” 

They dropped quickly into the cool water, bypassing the 

swim ladder Mark had hung from the stern. 

After three laps around the boat, they stopped at the 

ladder. 

“Ladies first.” 

“Sure. I like keeping you interested.” 

When they were dressed again, Mark reached into the cabin 

for the grocery store bag. “There’s a surprise in the cooler 

bag,” Kate said. “I told you about the ice cream, but…” 

“That sounds promising,” Mark said. I reached into the bag 

and pulled out a bottle of chilled rosé. He opened it quickly 

and poured each of them a glass, then took out a plate of sushi 

and one of fried chicken wings. 

“With the chips, this will be a feast.” 

“I hoped you’d like it. Let’s eat.” 

# 

Mark held out the bottle for a refill but Kate stopped him. 

She sat up on the seat and moved to the other side of the 

cockpit. 
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“Before we get so deep into this we can’t get out of it 

there are a couple of things I need to tell you, and I want to 

do it before we fall completely into that bottle of wine.” 

“Sure,” he replied. He pulled himself upright and said, 

“Shoot.” 

“At dinner last night I told you my ex-husband was getting 

strange. You knew that from when you served on his ship, but 

this is different. I just want you to know what you might be 

getting yourself into.” 

“I think I have an idea, but tell me.” 

“Mickelwaite is a vindictive man. He let the divorce go 

through without contesting it because he didn’t want me telling 

stories about him, and I didn’t want any of his money beyond 

paying for our son’s education. But I’m afraid that when he 

finally retires, and that will be soon, he’ll come back for me 

one way or another.” 

Mark asked, “Why would he do that? I sure wouldn’t chase 

after my ex-wife at this point.” 

“He’s different. He’s convinced he’s the heir to a great 

Hungarian dynasty going back to Vlad the Impaler or some such 

nonsense. In fact his family did once own a grand castle on a 

mountaintop there, but they lost it before World War II. They 

changed their name after they got to the States. 

“The Nazis used it as an anti-aircraft post toward the end 

of the war so of course the Russians bombed it. After the war it 

was little more than a ruin. 
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“Well, one time when he was in Berlin for a NATO meeting he 

went to see it and fell in love with it. He decided then and 

there he would buy it and rebuild it to its former glory. And he 

also fell for the tales the locals tell about how the Nazis left 

treasure buried all over the area in their scramble to get out 

of the way of the Russian Army, although I think he’s decided 

those are just local rumor.” 

“Did you go with him that time?” 

Kate said, “I didn’t have much choice. It was an impressive 

place once, but it would take an incredible amount of money to 

restore it. It took almost all our savings to buy it in the 

first place, so I don’t know where he’ll get the rest of the 

money. He was looking for sponsors when I left him but I don’t 

know if he found one. Not every rich man wants to own a cold and 

drafty castle in the Carpathians.” 

“Why should this affect us?” 

“Because he thinks the lord of the manor must have his 

loving family around him. He’s just about convinced our son it 

will be a grand adventure to live in a country castle, and he 

still puts pressure on me. It got so bad when I was in school 

that I was scared to even go out on a date — he knew where I was 

and who I was with, and he scared them off one way or another. 

“You must remember what a drab little wren I was when I 

came to our first interview. The whole thing — the hair, the 

clothes — was my effort to keep my head down.” 

Mark remembered. After a big buildup from the engineering 

dean, he was surprised to meet a nervous woman with lank, 
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graying hair, wearing a long plain skirt and a peasant blouse. 

He had serious doubts that she had enough self-confidence to do 

the job. 

But that changed, and she showed immediately that her 

engineering skills and imagination were keen, and it wasn’t long 

before he found the woman under the drab exterior. He made a 

first tentative pass at her but decided quickly, despite her 

obvious interest, that an internal affair might be a bad thing 

for business. He also didn’t want to get involve with someone 

who was still married. He’d been burned once, and that was 

enough. 

The old Kate disappeared completely when she returned from 

a week’s vacation in Washington, where her divorce was declared 

final. The vibrant woman who came back to work, with her 

carefully styled auburn curls and new name, was the opposite of 

the one who’d left. 

 

“I haven’t heard anything from him,” Mark said. “How do you 

suppose I escaped?” 

“I threatened him. He called me after I went to work with 

you. I told him you were my boss, nothing more, and I liked the 

job. What’s more, I needed the job. I told him if he bothered me 

or you I’d go straight to the Pentagon about him and that I 

would never under any circumstances go back to him. When we hung 

up, he knew I meant it.” 

“Well, things are officially different now,” Mark replied. 

“If somebody’s watching there won’t be any doubt about what’s 
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going on. But he lives more than a thousand miles away. Who 

could be watching us?” 

“He knows some Miami policemen, I think. I got pulled over 

just before I came to work for you. I didn’t get a ticket — the 

idea was to deliver the message that they’re watching. I got 

it.” 

“This is like something out of a psycho movie. We have to 

deal with it.” Mark moved across the boat and took her in his 

arms. 

“Kate, we have something good. I can tell that already, and 

I’m not going to let some half-deranged former husband interfere 

with us, even if he is a brass hat.” 

“Thank you for that.” She threw her arms around his neck 

and gave him a deep kiss.  

“Let them take a picture of that.” 

# 

Mark and Kate snuggled together on the port cockpit seat 

watching the kiteboarders sail gracefully up and down the coast 

of Key Biscayne until the sun started to dip low toward the 

horizon and the boarders headed for home or a night in the 

seaside bars. A bottle of Pinot Noir rested in an ice bucket on 

the cockpit sole and he kept their glasses full. 

“Let’s go further south,” he said. “Down to the park. It’s 

a little too busy for nighttime around here. Too many drunk 

power boaters on the water. I’d rather be in an official 

anchorage.” 
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She raised the anchor while he cranked the mainsail winch, 

then she tightened the jib sheet and moved to the wheel, and 

after an hour they were safely anchored a quarter-mile off the 

beach of the small state park. The anchor light on the mast far 

above them cast a dim white glow, but what little light there 

was came mainly from the quarter moon rising to the north, over 

the Miami skyline. 

Exhausted, by midnight they lay entwined on the narrow 

bunk, searching for sleep as the boat rose and fell on the 

swells rolling into Biscayne Bay. Atlantic breezes that had been 

gentle all day were just beginning to stiffen, but it wasn’t yet 

cool enough for them to need cover. 

She lifted her face from the hollow of his neck just long 

enough to kiss him gently on the cheek and say, “This was an 

outstanding weekend, Mark, certainly my personal best. Now go to 

sleep.” She caressed the fouled anchor tattooed on his bicep. 

He mumbled, “The best ever.” He moved his hand to circle 

her nipple slowly with his thumb. 

“That drives me crazy,” she said. “Quit it.” But there was 

no urgency in her voice and she made no move to stop him.  

Their breathing slowed and fell into the same relaxed 

cadence. Mark was no longer aware of anything but the gentle 

movement of the sea under him and her pleasant weight on his 

chest. 

The boat jerked. Mark was already out of bed and standing 

with one foot on the cabin ladder when she asked, “What was 

that?” 
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“Anchor dragged, I think. It’ll just take a minute. Want to 

go?” 

She closed her eyes. “Call me if you need me. Be careful. 

We’ve had a lot of wine.” 

As an afterthought he put on the slim life vest he’d bought 

a month before but hardly ever worn and clipped his iPhone, in 

its waterproof case, to his left arm. He might go up without his 

shorts, but never without his phone. 

In three quick steps he was on the cabin top, stepping 

carefully over the winches and around the other hardware toe-

stubbers that lie in wait for the inattentive sailor. 

The cloud cover was heavier than an hour before, the quarter 

moon dimmer. The anchor light on the mast above him carved white 

circles in the dark sky. Biscayne Bay was still almost calm and 

the rising wind hadn’t yet kicked up whitecaps. All in all, he 

told himself, it should be a good night for sleeping. 

He knelt and pulled hard at the anchor line, but it held. 

He tugged it again to be sure. So what caused the bump? 

With a shrug, he turned to piss over the rail. The old 

sailor’s saying, “One hand for yourself, one for the ship,” ran 

through his mind unbidden and he reached for a steadying shroud. 

His eyes swept the horizon, counting the half-dozen boats 

sharing the anchorage with Gunner. The closest was almost a 

hundred yards away and, as he watched, he saw a silver flash as 

something broke the surface close to it. It could have been a 

fish jumping, a bird diving, anything, but to him it looked like 

the brief flick of a diver’s fin, which he did not expect to see 
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at one o’clock on a Sunday morning. It filled him with a deep 

sense of dread and told him instantly what had bumped the boat. 

He turned  toward the stern, shouting, “Kate, get out now! 

Go over the side!” He knocked hard on the cabin top, then 

dropped quickly through its open hatch, ignoring the ladder. She 

was sitting up in the bunk with a befuddled look when he pulled 

her arm hard and forced her up and through the hatch into the 

cockpit. 

“Somebody put a limpet on the hull,” he said, shouting. 

“Get over the side, now. Swim as far astern as you can. I’ll be 

right behind you.” Her eyes widened in surprise and fear. 

As she put her leg over the thin rail they both heard the 

unmistakable sharp click of a timing fuse, the old mechanical 

type. 

Time stopped. An immeasurably tiny fraction of a second 

seemed to stretch into minutes. He picked her up and tossed her 

like a medicine ball as far out as he could. “Swim!” he shouted. 

“Don’t wait! I’ll be right behind you. And get underwater.” 

He was in mid-vault when he heard the sharp crack, more the 

sound of a rifle shot than a bomb, as the initiator fastened to 

the outside of the hull blasted through the gas tank, spraying 

its contents through the bilge and vaporizing enough of it to 

create one of the most lethal explosives known to man, a fuel-

air bomb. A half-second later came the second rifle shot, the 

one designed to ignite the volatile gasoline spray. 

# 
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When he heard the first sharp crack he was convinced it was 

too late, that he was a dead man. He vaulted over the starboard 

rail just as a brilliant yellow fireball mushroomed from the 

hatch and the cabin top exploded into a thousand fiberglass 

shreds. He felt the heat of the incandescent gas ball that 

passed close just as he hit the water and pulled hard toward the 

bottom, trying to escape from the immense blast wave he knew was 

coming in less than a second. 

The cool water of Biscayne Bay saved him. Then the gas 

cartridge in his life vest fired, jerking him upright. 

He pulled away from the towering yellow flames. When his 

head broke water the boat had already burned almost to the 

waterline, the hulk beginning to capsize. Like a slow-motion 

nightmare, he saw the mast tip toward him and pulled as hard as 

he could away from the danger zone, but he couldn’t move fast 

enough. He escaped the mast but felt one of the stainless-steel 

shrouds fall hard on his outstretched left arm. A sharp pain ran 

up to his shoulder. 

A few yards further away and well out of range, he did a 

quick inventory. He was upright and breathing, so he wasn’t dead 

— yet. The salt water on his head brought stabbing pain, so he 

was burned, but it was nothing he couldn’t handle. His back felt 

a little questionable. 

He couldn’t lift his left arm. Broken, he thought, and when 

he reached around with his right hand he could feel that all the 

hair on the back of his head was gone. Not that he’d had much. 
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“Mark! Mark!” Kate’s voice called from the darkness. She 

was only a dozen yards away, and when a swell raised him enough, 

he could see her face in the yellow light of the fire, wide-eyed 

and white with surprise, but not fear.  

“I’m here. Swim toward me. My life vest inflated and it’ll 

support both of us until help arrives.” He reached around to 

test his left forearm and cried out briefly from the pain. “My 

left arm’s broken. Try not to grab me there.” 

He unclipped the iPhone from his arm, shook the water off 

it, and dialed 911. The woman who answered was terse and 

professional. She asked if they needed medical help. 

Kate stopped a few feet away and began to tread water. He 

asked the 911 operator to wait while he asked her, “Did you get 

hurt anywhere? Burned?” 

“No, surprised and now mad. I had to practice for this sort 

of thing in the Navy, but I sure didn’t expect to need the 

training on a lazy overnight sail.” 

“She’s okay,” Mark reported back to 911. “No injuries. I 

have some burns, nothing too bad, and I think my left arm is 

broken.” 

The 911 operator kept him on the line until he saw the blue 

light of a fire department boat approaching in the distance and 

heard the yelps of its siren. As he disconnected, he heard the 

sound of a boat coming from the direction of the anchored boat 

he’d noticed just before the explosion.  

“Hello.” The voice of a young man came across the water. 

“Is there anybody there?” Silence for a moment as the boat 
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circled the burning wreck. “I see your light. I’ll be right 

there.” The voice had an accent Mark could not place. 

“We’re okay!” Kate called out to him. “The fire department 

is on the way.”  

“We called 911,” Mark added. His subconscious told him it 

was important to say that. “Thanks for coming to check on us.” 

By then the fire department boat had turned off its siren 

and throttled back. 

“Mr. McGinley, Ms. Hall?” A burly fireman standing on the 

foredeck of the rescue boat called out to them from twenty feet 

away. His searchlight blinded them, but at the same time let 

Mark see the man in the dinghy. He looked like a Central 

European, maybe a Russian, and had a military air — short hair, 

bulging biceps, about Kate’s age. Mark couldn’t get a good look 

at his face because he turned away to escape the light. 

“I have a broken arm and some burns, not too bad. Kate 

thinks she is okay. Take her first, since she’s not wearing a 

life vest.” 

She added, “And I’ll need a blanket. I’m not dressed for a 

boat full of firemen.” 

Kate swam the dozen feet to its boarding ladder and 

scrambled quickly aboard. A fireman wrapped her immediately in a 

coarse woolen blanket. A diver splashed over the side and swam 

to Mark.  

“Where are you burned?” 

“My head, mainly. And my left arm’s broken and hurts like 

hell.” 
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“Can you climb up the ladder if I give you a boost when you 

change hands?” 

“I’m pretty sure I can. I practiced it in the Navy a lot of 

years ago.” 

Between the burns and the stress, not to mention his broken 

arm, Mark had seriously overestimated his strength. He struggled 

up the ladder but then collapsed on the deck. Kate knelt next to 

him and covered him as gently as she could with her own blanket. 

A fireman quickly put another blanket over her. 

“Can we get him to a hospital soon?” she asked. 

“You bet,” the driver said. “My partner just needs to 

finish getting the other fellow’s ID.” Within seconds the small 

boat was zipping along on top of the water toward the flashing 

light of an ambulance waiting at the dock. 

Time is fluid, Einstein said, but that was concept, theory. 

In Mark’s real world, time had gone from glacial to frenetic, 

pushed by the pain of his burns and his fractured arm. 

He lost track, but Kate told him later they were in the 

water only twenty minutes before the first help arrived, and a 

half-hour after that he was in the hands of the emergency room 

doctors at University Hospital. 
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